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To encourage the development of strong semantic models in science and engineering, developers have created several knowledgerepresentation tools, 1,2 including Ontolingua, 3 Protégé, 4 and Theo. 5 Such tools have an array of features, default reasoning strategies, and knowledge-representation constraints. However, some require users to install special software, and others lack important features, such as a persistent backend storage system for scalability, facilities for controlling slot access based on user permissions, an API for prototype development, or easy compatibility with Web protocols.
To address these shortcomings, we built Sophia, a Web-accessible ontology and knowledge-base tool built on a common relational database management system (RDBMS). Other knowledge-base systems also use relational or object-oriented databases. For example, the Perk database 6 backend to the GKB-Editor and EcoCyc 7 framebased knowledge-base tool both use a relational database for storage.
The EcoCyc system uses a persistent storage mechanism with a relatively sophisticated caching strategy in which individual frames are stored in a RDBMS as compressed ASCII text and are unpacked and "paged in" on demand into memory. Sophia differs in that it relies on a finer-grained frame representation in the RDBMS and a Structured Query Language (SQL) query mechanism for each retrieval.
Sophia is implemented in the RiboWEB 8 and MHCWeb 9 systems. We'll describe RiboWEB in more detail in an upcoming issue of IEEE Intelligent Systems.
The Sophia system
Our primary goal with Sophia was to design a general frame-based data model that could serve large volumes of structured information to Web-based applications. We also wanted the system to be easy to use and develop. We thus selected a common RDBMS for data storage and retrieval and a common scripting language to serve the data to a Web client using the HTTP protocol.
Sophia stores information about knowledge-base frames in relational database tables within the Microsoft Access97 RDBMS, which has a large installed user base. In addition, we use tools associated with the Windows OS, including the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) protocol, Active Server Page technology, and Visual Basic scripting capabilities. We also use generic functionality whenever possible, to make it easier to port Sophia systems to other RDBMSs, including Oracle, Sybase, and Microsoft SQL Server.
Knowledge model. Sophia uses the same general knowledge model as the Ontolingua system: 3, 10 • Concepts (or classes) are represented as frames with slots and values, and are organized in a taxonomy or "is-a" hierarchy. Concepts can have local slots with values (own slots) and slots with values inherited by subconcepts and instances (template slots).
• Facets modify slots and provide secondary information, such as annotations of data type.
• Relations can be unary or binary. Inverse relations are recognized as a special class of binary relationships.
• Instances occur at the leaves of the hierarchy.
The complete set of concepts and relations constitute Sophia's ontology; the combination of the ontology and associated instances constitutes the knowledge base. Sophia does not support multiple inheritance. Our main challenge with Sophia is to capture a frame-based system's expressive power and versatility within a general-purpose relational model. In particular, to support slot and value inheritance, Sophia must capture the class-subclass relationships in a concept hierarchy. We constructed a set of SQL queries to take advantage of the data format to retrieve data. We also included additional code in Sophia to extend SQL and provide systemmanagement features, such as security.
Tables. Sophia contains a security database that handles user-group management, ontology permissions for individuals, session logging, and permission codes. Each ontology is stored in a separate database and consists of three main tables: frames, class hierarchy, and class. Auxiliary tables add utilities such as user membership in groups, and group permissions for reading and writing to different knowledge bases.
The frames table (see Figure 1 ) stores information about frames, slots, and values, as well as information for efficient processing by the knowledge server code. It consists of an ID; three main fields for frame, slot, and value; and fields for ownership, creation date, and access permission. Most SQL queries use the frame, slot, and value fields to retrieve data. Frame names collect information for most queries, and restrictions on slot and value cull the data. Frame names should be unique, although a frame's "prettyname"-the name used by knowledge-base interfaces-can be stored in a separate slot associated with the particular frame.
The next three fields-owner, permissions, and creation datehave information that is essential for system security. The owner field specifies who created the data, and thus who can set permissions for other users. The permis-
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IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS sion code is a number-specified in the shared system-security database-that tells which users or groups have read or write permission for the code. Many frame-based systems store additional information about a frame-slot pair in facets. Such systems implement user-defined facets in another lookup table, similar to the frames table. However, these systems recognize a core set of facets-including ownership, permissions, and creation dates-and support them on all slot values. Sophia has special columns in the frames table to support these "privileged" facets more efficiently.
The superclass-set table (see Figure 2 ) contains the class-subclass hierarchy, which is used in most queries to restrict the search. It consists of class-hierarchy information listed in two fields: the class and all its ancestor classes. Although this information can be generated automatically from the frames table, we precompute and store it to speed the many queries that rely on it.
The classes table (see Figure 3 ) helps manage the class frames. It contains information specific to classes used primarily to create new instances. Unlike the frames table, it allows a distinction between template and own slots, which guides the collection of information needed to create new class instances.
Knowledge-base queries. Sophia's table structure permits basic frame-system queries. We try to push many of Sophia's informationretrieval tasks down to the SQL level because SQL is widely supported in industry and academia, and has been highly optimized in many commercial RDBM systems. Although our use of SQL for frame-based operations is not new, 6 we embed SQL queries within a more object-oriented, stand-alone query model. Sophia's queries help bridge the gap between SQL, the database query language, and Open Knowledge Base Connectivity, the emerging standard for knowledge-base queries 11 (see Figure 4) . Although SQL is less expressive than OKBC, it can formulate many of OKBC's information requests. For example, two OKBC data-retrieval queries are
• get-class-all-instances, which retrieves all instances of a particular class, including direct children and descendents related by subclass relationships; and • get-class-subclasses, which retrieves all direct subclasses of a particular class.
Sophia also supports delete operations, such as delete-frames-by-session, which takes as input a user name and session ID and deletes records the user created during that JULY/AUGUST 1999 81 Figure 3 . The classes table segregates the class frames and distinguishes between template and own slots, allowing rapid ontology manipulation and more rigorous collection of new instance data. The table also stores facet information. SELECT DISTINCT frames.frame FROM (frames INNER JOIN frame-types ON frames.frame = frame-types.frame) INNER JOIN superclass-set ON frames.value = superclass-set.frame WHERE ((frames.slot = "instance-of") AND (frame-types.type = "instance" AND ((superclass-set.superclass = {insert class here}) OR (frames.value = class)))); (a) SELECT frames.frame, frames.slot, frames.value FROM frames WHERE ((frames.slot = "subclass-of") AND (frames.value={insert class here})); (b) session. Finally, Sophia lets users insert values into frames and modify values with functions, such as set-slot-value-for-frame to update a frame's slot value. In our tables, the SQL versions of these queries are relatively straightforward (see Figure 4) . Knowledge server. One of our key goals with Sophia is to provide clients with information across the Internet through a Web interface or remote function calls. In its simplest incarnation, Sophia's database architecture can bypass the need for intermediate code, providing browsing services through simple queries with template-formatted output (supplied by Access or a simple query interface, such as Active Server Pages). However, we also created a relatively robust set of Web-accessible queries, supported by processing scripts.
Using a scripting language lets Sophia process information beyond SQL's capabilities and adds such features as more complex output formatting, application-state tracking, user-specific security, and simple inference. We chose the scripting language VBScript, a version of Visual Basic. VBScript is interpreted by the Microsoft Internet Information Server Web server and uses routines largely portable to Visual Basic applications or internal Access code modules.
Sophia's primary user interface is a Webbased browser that consists of three HTML frames (see Figure 5 ), which we'll call panes to avoid confusion with ontological frames. The first, on the upper left, lets the user select the browsing mode (browse or edit) and the ontology, and navigate the class hierarchy. Users can select from a list of available ontologies residing in separate database files and can browse or edit concepts. Sophia supports a core set of editing facilities, letting general users manage their account information and modify the ontology at the instance level (create, delete, edit, rename, and change permissions). More privileged users, such as system administrators, can modify the ontology class hierarchy and change class relations. Sophia's editing module automatically checks for consistency and constraint enforcement to avoid ontology corruption. A Java "treeview" applet 12 displays the class hierarchy. The applet's input source file is provided by a script that retrieves the ontology from the class hierarchy table. The second pane, on the lower left, helps users construct a simple query to find frames in the knowledge base. The third pane, on the right, displays output from queries or user interaction.
Sophia's browser also lets users edit an existing ontology. Figure 6 shows a new class being added to the class hierarchy. A similar mechanism adds or edits all frames, except for instances, which are created with template slots provided from the classes table.
Although browsers are useful for human users, Sophia can also be accessed programmatically through its query applications programming interface. With the API, Sophia can be used as a remote knowledge server. OKBC-like queries can be sent over the Internet using the HTTP protocol and URLs. Figure 5 . Sophia's main browser window lets users navigate through multiple ontologies and browse, query, or edit the ontology. In the upper-left pane, the user selects an action and an ontology and can browse the class hierarchy. In the lower left, users can search for frames or other data in the ontology or knowledge base. The right pane displays output. When a frame is selected, it displays slots and values. Slots and values are hyperlinked to their associated knowledge base entries. Attribute values that are external references can be specified with URLs (in this case, a link to an external bibliographic database, the PubMed-link).
precomputed results are built to avoid runtime lookup, and queries can be rewritten if they're inefficient. We tested Sophia using simple queries on a database of 2,000,000 records (comprising approximately 100,000 frames). For queries returning basic information, such as get-allinstances-of-class, the database returns approximately 100 to 1,000 frames per second over a fast local area network. More complex queries, such as get-slots-of-class-instanceswith-query, return approximately 20 to 100 frames per second, limited mainly by network bottlenecks. To contend with this, we push as many data-retrieval and computational operations as possible to the SQL level, where we can perform query optimizations within the DBMS system.
Discussion
Sophia does not yet provide the advanced features of many existing knowledge-representation systems, including the use of axioms to infer slot values or theorem provers to make advanced inferences or optimal queries. Nonetheless, Sophia is particularly useful for three general classes of users:
• Web developers who want to create a frame-based knowledge server on the Web that users can browse and query. Using an Access97-based system is simple and inexpensive.
• Web users interested in browsing information actively and efficiently. Such users might learn a domain's formal structure and contribute new knowledge to existing ontologies or assist with incremental development of the ontology. • Application programmers who will access Sophia using the query API to read and write information, using the data taxonomy. For example, Sophia serves ontologies for RiboWeb, 8 which contains a molecular-biology knowledge base with approximately 200 class concepts and 15,000 instances, and MHCWeb, a knowledge base of proteins with 150 classes and 4,500 instances. 9 Sophia's OKBC-based query API is a key advantage because interoperation with client applications and portability to other RDBM systems is critical. Sophia currently provides OKBC's core services, including class, relation, and instance creation, edit and deletion capabilities, queries based on slot values, and superclass-subclass relationships. Sophia's general-purpose API and standard frame representation let developers translate knowledge bases into other systems if the advanced features are needed. For example, we have created parsers for translating Ontolingua and Protégé ontologies and instances into Sophia.
We chose the WindowsNT/Access97 platform because it is quick, inexpensive, and easy. However, it has some drawbacks. First, information flows through several protocols, creating potential bottlenecks that decrease performance. When a user requests a document, the IIS Web server runs VBScript, which uses a loaded data object to make an ODBC connection to the database. The query is run, then passed back to VBScript, which processes it for output. Second, VBScript is a scripting language like Perl and thus performs more slowly than a compiled program. Third, Access97 and the IIS Web server are not designed for industrial-scale applications and might not scale well with numerous 
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• simultaneous users. We are experimenting with Java Database Connectivity connections as a more direct way to access the knowledge base.
Our use of the ODBC protocol offers three main benefits. First, ODBC sources can be used interchangeably. Thus, the system can be prototyped in one database and moved to another without changing a single line of code (other than application-specific SQL). Second, the database server can easily connect to networked databases, allowing distributed knowledge-base services. Third, all ODBC messages can be logged, including SQL queries passed to the database and any returned error messages. This is extremely helpful during development for debugging queries sent to the database by the browser or other client applications.
OUR GOAL WITH SOPHIA IS TO decrease the barrier for scientists entering the knowledge-systems field by offering entrylevel functionality in the public domain. We have maintained a level of interoperability and transparency that allows flexibility in future applications, including portability to more industrial-strength database-management systems. A public knowledge base based on Sophia is available at http://sophia. stanford.edu.
